OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Sub: Extension of CHSS of DAE to the employees of Department of Space stationed in Bombay and reciprocal arrangement at Bangalore.

An extract from a proposal received from the Department of Space on the subject mentioned above is reproduced below:-

"It is felt that it would be better to have a working arrangement to avoid such piece-meal references as and when employees of DAE are posted at Bangalore. Since reciprocal arrangements are in existence for extension of CHSS facilities for the employees of DOS/ISRO posted at Bombay and for the employees of DAE posted at Bangalore, it is considered enough, if, as and when new Units/Offices are opened either at Bangalore or at Bombay by the respective Departments, the employees concerned apply for the issue of CHSS cards on payment of monthly dues. As such, whenever, any new Unit of DAE is opened at Bangalore, DAE may kindly intimate the fact and the number of employees posted at Bangalore. Thereafter, the employees of the new Unit can apply for CHSS cards through their Unit Head of Administration to the Secretariat in the Deptt. of Space who is concerned with the issue of CHSS cards centrally with the undertaking that the prescribed monthly contribution will be paid direct to the Pay & Accounts Officer, DOS at Bangalore. Similar arrangements should be made for the employees of DOS/ISRO posted at Bombay. If you agree to the above arrangement, the same may be formalised and the present delays may be avoided."

2. The matter has been examined in the Department and it has been decided to agree to the above proposal from the Department of Space. All the Constituent Units/Section of DAE are therefore requested that whenever any unit of DAE
under their respective administrative charge is opened in Bangalore, this fact may be intimated to the Department of Space along with the number of employees posted at Bangalore and thereafter the employees of the concerned units may apply for CHSS card through their respective unit Head of Administration, to the Secretariat in the Department of Space.

3. In so far as issue of CHSS cards in respect of DOS/ISRO employees posted in Bombay, the CHSS cards will be issued by Medical Division, BARC against application in the prescribed form and subject to the fulfillment of other requisite conditions contained in the DAE CHSS.

(S.P.Singh)
Deputy Secretary to the Govt. of India

To
All Constituent Units/Sections in DAE.

Copy to: 1. Under Secretary (Shri T.S. Venkataraman), Department of Space, Cauvery Bhavan, Kempegowda Road, Bangalore-560 009 with reference to his D.O. letter No.3/1(19)/84-IV dated November 14, 1984 addressed to Controller, BARC.

2. Director, Bio-Medical Group, BARC, Trombay Bombay-85.

(S.P.Singh)
Deputy Secretary to the Govt. of India